
PINEHAVEN PROGRESSIVE ASSOCIATION 

 

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 

Pinehaven Community Hall, Wednesday 28 October 2015 

 
Meeting started at 7.35pm with David Brown presiding / minutes recorded by Max Christensen 

 

No Item Who Noted Action  

1 Present  David Brown (DBr), Dominic Baron (DB), Max 

Christensen (MC), Rita Bota (RB), Chris Cosslett 

(CC), Pat Christianson (PC), Mel Hart (MH), Ken 

Dixon (KD), Owen Johnson (OJ) 

 

 In attendance  Signed list  

2 Apologies  Jane Mehaffey, Grant Crawford, Matt Conder, Mike 

Rickard, Adrienne Baron, Lynn McHugh 

 

3 Minutes of last 

AGM 29 Oct 2014 

DB Presented minutes of the last AGM 

(DB/PC – carried) 

 

4 Matters arising  None  

5 President’s report DBr  President’s report presented for 2014/15  

 Matters arising: 

 PC asked for an addition to the report noting 

the recent passing of local architect John 

Craig, designer of, amongst other things, our 

community noticeboard. He was a staunch 

supporter of the PPA. 

 That the report be accepted (CC/DB – carried) 

 

6 Treasurer’s report DB  Treasurer’s report presented for 2014/15  

 Matters arising: 

 RB suggested the PPA put collection envelopes 

in with the newsletter again.  

 PC recommended as an incorporated society 

the PPA is meant to be able to prove that it 

has members. This can be achieved by 

providing a receipt for payment of a donation. 

 That the report be accepted (DB/DBr – carried)  

 

7 Elections   President - David Brown (DB/PC – carried) 

 Vice President - Chris Cosslett (MC/DBr – carried) 

 Secretary - Mel Hart (DB/DBr – carried) 

 Treasurer - Dominic Baron (PC/RB – carried) 

 Terry Kavanagh (B.Com) (DB/CC – carried) 

 Committee Members - Mike Rickard, Rita Bota, 

Jane Mehaffey, Pat Christianson, Grant Crawford, 

Matthew Conder, Owen Johnson, Kenneth Dixon, 

Max Christensen (DB/PC – carried) 

 

8 AOB   Steve Pattinson (SP) representing Save Our Hills 

(SOH) thanked the PPA for supporting the 

petition/submissions on two subjects – the flood 

maps and SOH. SOH believes that the hills are 

likely to be built on (2-3,000 houses and shopping 

centre). 

 DBr outlined the PPA submissions to UHCC on 

both (the actual submissions were not available 

on the night, so a precis was given). 

 SP stated about 180 people responded to a 

petition asking for further review of the Floodplain 

Management Plan. He spoke about the specifics of 

 



2 

the issues SOH had with the flood maps and the 

reasons for opposing it. 

 PC noted the key points are that the 2007 

proposal concept allows for houses/shops on the 

hills and the flood plan has already taken this into 

consideration for this development. 

 SP asked that the PPA support SOH’s request for 

a further review of the Floodplain Management 

Plan and flood maps. (DB/DBr – carried). 

 PC asked if the consequences of felling trees has 

been investigated in the process and the response 

was that they had not.                  

9 Meeting closed  8.24pm  

 


